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A tactile sensor array covered by a projected cylindrical elastomer has been designed and fabricated for

crosstalk reduction among sensor elements caused by the lateral deformation of the elastomer. The anal-

ysis of elastomer deformation by the finite element method showed that the optimal thickness of the flat

elastomer between cylinders and the substrate is 50–100 µm, because the sensor structure has not only a

low crosstalk but also a high robustness. A tactile sensor array having the flat elastomer of 70 µm thickness

has little crosstalk and high robustness.

1. Introduction

In recent years, there have appeared serious problems concerning the relative increase in the aged pop-

ulation and the reduction in the working population in many countries including Japan. Therefore, care

of the aged and automation in manufacturing have become very important in solving these problems.

Human-support robots with skillful performance have attracted much attention in nursing care.1, 2) Ad-

ditionally, industrial robots with dexterous manipulation skills have been expected for use in assembly

factories instead of humans.3, 4) To achieve the dexterous action of these robots, precise detection of

objects is required, however, current conventional sensors such as optical, sonic, and pressure sen-

sors remain insufficient.5–7) Thus, high-density tactile sensors with detection ability for normal and

shear forces and with soft surfaces like the human hand are required.7, 8) Many kinds of tactile sensors

have already been proposed.5, 6, 9–15) However, high-density tactile sensor arrays that can simultane-

ously detect normal and shear forces using one sensor element have not been realized yet. We have

proposed a tactile sensor array with microcantilevers that is fabricated using micro-electro-mechanical

system (MEMS) technology and embedded in an elastomer [poly(dimethylsiloxane); PDMS] for these

robots.16–23) From our previous work, crosstalk among sensor elements caused by the lateral deforma-
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tion of the elastomer is a serious problem for the spatial resolution of the sensor array.21) On the other

hand, the sensor element separated by embedding in each elastomer decreases the robustness of the

sensor element for peeling off the substrate because of the strain concentration at the adhesion part be-

tween the elastomer and the substrate caused by a large shear force. In this work, we decrease crosstalk

among sensor elements and enhance adhesion to the substrate by optimizing the surface structure of

the elastomer.

2. Detection Concept of Proposed Tactile Sensor

Figure 1 shows an element structure of the proposed tactile sensor. One tactile sensor element is

composed of three cantilevers embedded in an elastomer. The cantilever has an inclined shape caused

by residual stress in thin films formed on it so that it can deform normal to the sensor surface. The

thin-film strain gauge is set up on the cantilever. The deformation of the cantilever is detected as a

resistance change of the strain gauge. The output as the resistance change ∆R/R is expressed by the

summation of a linear combination of normal (Fz) and shear (Fx, Fy) forces as

∆R/R = kxFx + kyFy + kzFz, (1)

where kx, ky, and kz are the sensitivities of the cantilever to Fx, Fy, and Fz, respectively.22) The outputs

from three differently directed cantilevers, which have different sensitivities to force in each axis, are

shown as 
∆R1/R1

∆R2/R2

∆R3/R3

 =


k1x k1y k1z

k2x k2y k2z

k3x k3y k3z




Fx

Fy

Fz

 . (2)

Thus, once the sensitivities kx, ky, and kz are obtained in advance, the normal and shear forces can be

calculated by solving simultaneous equations with three unknown resistance changes:
Fx

Fy

Fz

 =


k1x k1y k1z

k2x k2y k2z

k3x k3y k3z


−1 
∆R1/R1

∆R2/R2

∆R3/R3

 . (3)

A tactile sensor array that can detect the distribution of multiaxial force is constructed by arranging

sensor elements. Figure 2 shows a cross-sectional illustration of the tactile sensor array. In the case of

the original type [Fig. 2(a)], elastomer deformation transmits from a pressed point in a lateral direction

and produces crosstalk. To reduce the crosstalk effect among sensor elements, we have separated each

sensor element using a cylindrical elastomer, as shown in Fig. 2(b). If the object surface has bumps or

texture, the apparent friction coefficient increases with the use of the cylindrical elastomer, because the
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Fig. 1. Element structure of proposed tactile sensor.

Fig. 2. Cross-sectional view of proposed elastomer structure of the tactile sensor array: (a) original shape

and (b) cylindrical shape.

edges of the structure latch onto the object surface. Although it is considered that moving the sensor

enables the detection of the change in the friction condition from the texture of the object surface, in

this work, we assumed the measurement of a flat-surface object using the fabricated tactile sensor. The

apparent contact area of the sensor surface decreases with the use of the cylindrical elastomer. There-

fore, it is considered that the cylindrical elastomer does not affect the sensor performance in the case

of a flat-surface object, because the friction coefficient is independent of the apparent surface area.24)

However, there is concern that the elastomer will peel off the substrate because of strain concentration

caused at the interface between the substrate and the elastomer by shear force application. In the next

section, the crosstalk and strain concentration caused by shear force application are discussed.
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Fig. 3. Tactile sensor array embedded in the elastomer with projected cylindrical structure.

Table I. Mechanical constants of the elastomer and Si for FEM analysis.

Young’s modulus or stiffness constant Poisson’s ratio

Elastomer (PDMS)25, 26) 1 MPa 0.499

Silicon27) c11: 165.7 GPa, c12: 63.9 GPa, c44: 79.6 GPa –

3. Analysis of Elastomer Deformation

3.1 Analysis model

A schematic view of a tactile sensor array embedded in the elastomer with a projected cylindrical

structure on each sensor element is shown in Fig. 3. Elastomer deformation in the area between sensor

elements was calculated by the finite element method (FEM) with normal force application on the

cylinder over the element existing at point A. ANSYS ver. 11 was used for the FEM calculation. The

diameter and height of the cylindrical elastomer were 1.2 and 1 mm, respectively.

Two analyses were performed in this work. One is crosstalk analysis when normal force is applied

on the surface of the cylindrical elastomer.

The crosstalk between sensor elements can be defined as the ratio of deformation at point B (dB) to

point A (dA). The dependences of the deformation of the elastomer at points A and B (dA, dB) in Fig. 3

on the thickness of the flat elastomer t were calculated. The other is the analysis of strain generated

at the interface between the substrate and the elastomer by shear force application. So, when area E

was laterally moved by 100 µm, the tensile strain in the z-direction of point C in Fig. 3 was calculated

by FEM, because the strain concentration occurs at point C from the FEM results in all cases. The

mechanical constants used in the FEM calculation are shown in Table I.

3.2 Result of crosstalk analysis

Figure 4 shows crosstalk (dB/dA) as a function of the thickness (t) of a flat elastomer. If the thickness

of the elastomer t is the same as the height of the elastomer cylinder (without a cylindrical structure),

the deformation amount at point B is 0.45 times that at point A and the crosstalk is very large. The

crosstalk rate decreases with decreasing elastomer thickness between cylinders, and becomes almost
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Fig. 4. Calculated crosstalk rate (dB/dA) as a function of thickness of the flat elastomer between cylindri-

cal structures.

negligible at an elastomer thickness of less than 100 µm.

3.3 Analysis of elastomer deformation by applying shear force

Figure 5 shows calculated tensile strain at the interface between the Si substrate and the elastomer in

the z direction as a function of the thickness t of the flat elastomer between cylindrical elastomers.

When t is 0, a large strain is generated by the applied shear force, so that there is a considerable

possibility that the elastomer is removed from the substrate. It is found that the flat elastomer between

cylinders having a thickness of more than 50 µm suppresses this strain concentration by half in the

case of t = 0. From the results in Figs. 4 and 5, it can be concluded that the optimal thickness of the

flat elastomer among cylinders is 50–100 µm, because the sensor structure has not only a low crosstalk

but also a high robustness.

4. Fabrication Process of Tactile Sensor Array

The tactile sensor array embedded in the elastomer with a cylindrical structure was fabricated on

the basis of the results of FEM analysis. A schematic cross-sectional view of the microcatilever is

shown in Fig. 6. A silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer was used as a substrate. The thicknesses of the Si

substrate, buried oxide, and thin Si layers are 500, 1, and 2.5 µm, respectively. Firstly, a Si3N4 thin

film was deposited as an insulating layer by the low-pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD)

method. Then, a NiCr alloy thin film was deposited by the sputtering method. The ratio of Ni to Cr
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Fig. 5. Calculated tensile strain in z-direction as a function of thickness of the flat elastomer between

cylindrical structures.

Fig. 6. Cross-sectional structure of the microcantilever.

in the target is 42:58, which has a low temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR).28) A Cr thin film

that bends the cantilever structure upward was deposited by electron beam (EB) evaporation. A Au/Cr

layer was also formed as the electrode by EB evaporation. Finally, the cantilever structure was formed

by the sacrificial etching of the buried oxide layer in buffered hydrofluoric acid solution, and dried in

vacuum after rinsing in ultrapure water and then in ethanol.

The microcantilevers were covered with the cylindrical elastomer (PDMS; Toray Dow Corning

Silpot184) using a plastic mold form. The height and diameter of the cylindrical structure were 1 and

1.4 mm, respectively, and thickness of the elastomer between the cylinders was 70 µm. For compar-

ison, a tactile sensor without a cylindrical structure (flat shape elastomer) was also fabricated. The

number of sensor elements was 2 × 3 and the distance between sensor elements was 2 mm. A photo-
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Fig. 7. Photograph and structure of fabricated tactile sensor array.

graph and the structure of fabricated tactile sensor array are shown in Fig. 7.

5. Characterization of Fabricated Tactile Sensor Array

5.1 Crosstalk characterization

5.1.1 Normal force

The crosstalk in the tactile sensor array was characterized when normal force was applied to one

element. Normal force was applied using an electromotive stage and a metal rod with a conventional

6-axis force sensor (Nitta UFS 2A-05) for the measurement of reference force, as shown in Fig. 8. The

resistance changes of the sensor elements in response to normal force in the case of the previous tactile

sensor array without a cylindrical structure are shown in Fig. 9. The initial resistance of the cantilever

is about 5 kΩ. Despite the nonapplication of normal force to the adjacent element, there is a change

in the resistances of the sensor elements at points A and B. Figure 10 shows the resistance changes

of the sensor elements with a cylindrical structure as a function of normal force. Only the resistance

of the sensor element at application point (C) changes, and the elements at points A and B have little

sensitivity to the normal force applied to element C; thus, there is little crosstalk. The relationship

between the sensitivity of the tactile sensor element and the distance from the force application point

is shown in Fig. 11. The sensitivity of the element without the cylinder seems inversely proportional to

the distance from the force application point. On the other hand, the sensitivity of the element with the

cylinder structure is negligible except at 0 distance (element C). Therefore, it is demonstrated that the

crosstalk can be markedly reduced with the use of the cylindrical elastomer. However, the sensitivity

at 0 distance is smaller (about a half) than that of the previous flat elastomer. It is not known exactly

why the sensitivity decreases, but it is considered that the cantilever deformation in the flat elastomer

is different from that in the cylindrical elastomer because of complex deformation of the elastomer.
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Fig. 8. Photograph of measurement system for sensitivity to normal and shear forces.

Fig. 9. Rate of resistance changes of tactile sensor array without cylindrical structure as a function of

normal force.

5.1.2 Shear force

The crosstalks in the tactile sensor array were also characterized when two kinds of shear forces were

applied to one element. Shear force was applied by moving the electromotive xy stage under the tactile

sensor chip. Reference shear force was obtained as torque at the surface of the tactile sensor measured

by a 6-axis force sensor.

Figure 12 shows the resistance changes of the tactile sensor elements without a cylindrical elas-
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Fig. 10. Rate of resistance changes of tactile sensor array with cylindrical structure as a function of

normal force.

tomer for shear forces. Shear force was applied to the elastomer surface located above the sensor

element C, and the force direction is from C to A. The sensor elements A and B have considerable

sensitivities to the shear force applied above C and show responses with hysteresis.

Figure 13 shows the resistance changes of the tactile sensor elements with a cylindrical elastomer

for shear forces. There is no crosstalk for shear forces as well as for normal force. The sensitivities

of the tactile sensor arrays with and without the cylindrical elastomer as a function of distance from

the shear force application point are summarized in Fig. 14. It is clear that crosstalk is reduced with

the use of the cylindrical elastomer. In addition, it is found that the sensitivities with the cylindrical

elastomer to both x and y shear forces are larger than those without the cylindrical elastomer. From our

previous works,21, 22) it is known that the sensitivity to shear force is larger than that to normal force

in the case of a single tactile sensor element. In the case of the sensor with the cylindrical elastomer,

the sensitivities to normal and shear forces also show the same tendency. However, the sensitivities

to normal and shear forces are in the same range as that of the flat elastomer. It is considered that

this result also indicates a possibility that a nonpredictable and complex deformation of the elastomer

causes crosstalk. Nevertheless, it is demonstrated that crosstalk in tactile sensor arrays can be reduced

using the cylindrical elastomer in the cases of both normal and shear forces.
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Fig. 11. Sensitivities of tactile sensor elements with and without cylindrical elastomer as a function of

distance between normal force and element positions.

Fig. 12. Rate of resistance changes of tactile sensor array without cylindrical structure as a function of

shear force: (a) x-direction and (b) y-direction.

5.2 Durability characterization

The mechanical durability of the cylindrical elastomer was evaluated by applying a large shear force.

To prevent slips between the elastomer surface and the pressed object, the surface and object were

bonded using instant adhesive. Figure 15 shows the relationship between the resistance and the applied

shear force per unit area. The initial resistance of the three cantilevers was 5 kΩ. An infinite resistance
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Fig. 13. Rate of resistance changes of tactile sensor array with cylindrical structure as a function of shear

force: (a) x-direction and (b) y-direction.
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Fig. 14. Sensitivities of tactile sensor elements with and without cylindrical elastomer as a function of

distance from shear force application point.

means that the cantilever is broken. The behaviors of the breaking of the cantilever and the peeling off

of the cylindrical elastomer are summarized as follows.

(i) The cylindrical elastomer without the flat elastomer (t = 0) was peeled off by a shear force of

200 kPa.

(ii) The cantilever C in the cylindrical elastomer with the flat elastomer of t = 70 µm was broken by

a shear force of 650 kPa.
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Fig. 15. Relationship between applied shear force per unit area and resistance of the cantilevers. (i) The

cylindrical elastomer without the flat elastomer was broken. In the case of the cylindrical elastomer with

the flat elastomer of 70 µm thickness, (ii) the cantilevers C and (iii) B were broken, and (iv) the cylindrical

elastomer was peeled off.

(iii) The cantilever B in the cylindrical elastomer with the flat elastomer of t = 70 µm was broken by

a shear force of 800 kPa.

(iv) The cylindrical elastomer with the flat elastomer of t = 70 µm was peeled off by a shear force of

1000 kPa. The cantilever A is not broken even by a shear force of 1000 kPa.

It is found that the cylindrical elastomer with the flat elastomer (t = 70 µm) is more robust than the

cylindrical elastomer without the flat elastomer (t = 0). Supposing the gripping of an object of less

than 1 kg weight, the maximum shear force applied by gravitation is about 9.8 N. The contact area of

the tactile sensor with the cylindrical elastomer is π × 0.72 × 6 = 9.2 mm2. The shear force per unit

area is estimated to be 9.8/(9.2 × 10−6 × 2) = 530 kPa, because the object is gripped by two tactile

sensors installed on opposite fingertips of a robot hand. As shown in Fig. 15, the tactile sensor with

the cylindrical elastomer and the 70-µm-thick thin film is not broken by a 530 kPa shear force per

unit area. Therefore, it is considered that sufficient robustness for gripping an object of less than 1 kg

weight by a robot hand can be ensured.
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6. Conclusions

In this work, we have decreased crosstalk among sensor elements and enhanced the adhesion between

an elastomer and its substrate by optimizing the surface structure of the elastomer. From the results of

the FEM analysis, it is confirmed that a tactile sensor array with a projected cylindrical elastomer over

the sensing element has not only a low crosstalk but also a high robustness. The tactile sensor array

with a projected cylindrical elastomer on the basis of the results of FEM analysis, can be success-

fully fabricated. The tactile sensor array with the previous flat (not cylindrical) elastomer has a large

crosstalk. However, the crosstalk among sensor elements is drastically reduced with the use of the pro-

jected cylindrical elastomer. Moreover, the adhesion property between the elastomer and the substrate

is improved by putting a flat elastomer of 70 µm thickness between the cylindrical elastomers. From

these results, it is concluded that the distribution of normal and shear forces can be measured using

the fabricated tactile sensor and that the sensor has sufficient robustness for robot applications.
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